English
Summer A- Books- Goldilocks and the Three
Bears, Jack and the Beanstalk, The Gingerbread
Man and other traditional tales
Acting out and narrating different stories
Re-writing a traditional tale
Writing a letter to Baby Bear
Character descriptions
Asking questions to the giant
Using the suffixes es, er est ed and ing.
Handwriting
Guided reading

Numeracy

Position and direction, Place value,
Positioning, comparing and ordering numbers
1 more/ less
Recognising and counting coins, Time
O’clock and half past
Before and after, counting in 1’s, 2’s, 5’s and 10’s.
Multiplication and division

Science
Plants
Basic structure of a flowering plant
Classification of wild and garden plants
Life cycles of a bean plant
Deciduous and evergreen trees

Recognising equal and unequal groups
Sharing equal groups, making arrays
Making doubles, Fractions,, Finding ½ and ¼ of a
quantity
Finding ½ and ¼ of a shape

Summer B- Little penguin lost. Polar Bear, Polar
Bear, what do you hear?, Slowly, Slowly, Slowly,
said the Sloth, various non-fiction books.
Using questions marks- What do you want to find
out? Writing reports about the regions and
animals living there. What animal am I? Writing

Once upon a time!
Hot and cold places

facts to describe animals Handwriting

Rabbits

DT/Art
Natures sculptures. Using natural
materials to make/create pictures and

PSHE
Living in the Wider
World –Economic
wellbeing and being a
responsible citizen

sculptures.
Dips and dippers- to evaluate existing
products, plan and make their own dips
and dippers.
History
Introduction on the history of flight.
Study of Cardington Hangars. Where do
airships fit into the history of flight?
Timeline. The history of the hangars. From
WW1 to WW2. The proposed use of the
airship to link the British Empire
The disastrous flight of R101

Music
Experiencing a range of
percussion instruments.
Making and repeating
patterns with sound.

Geography
Compare and contrast
hot and cold places
around the world.

PE
Gymnastics
Throwing and catching
Active athletics

Computing
Animated Stories - Children to use
drawing and text tools on Purple Mash
to create an E-book, developing their
skills to add sound and music. Summer
2 E-safety. Digiducks Famous Friend –
how to stay safe while using the
internet and know who to speak to if
something upsets them.

Instruction
Writing – What is an
R.E.
algorithm?
Children
themake a
Who is Jewish?
How to
do use
people
software
special time
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to remember?
Mash toLooking
write at
special in
objects
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might
recipes
a precise
logical
order.
have in their homes, how are stories
used in Jewish celebrations and how
do they celebrate.

